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Click image for full size A: Most CPUs
have a UEFI BIOS, however the later type
of BIOS still counts since it supports UEFI
specifically. So if you have a UEFI BIOS
and are running Windows 8, then you

should not have any of these options in
your BIOS. That only leaves Windows 10

as a possible option (since I don't
remember seeing any old BIOS options

that actually had a functional video driver
that would work with Windows 10).

However, to confirm if this is the issue,
you can check in Device Manager if you
have a device with the name "Intel(R)
Unknown device 9305" (there may be

several instances of this name). If you do,
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then that indicates that you probably
have a UEFI BIOS. In which case you need

to find an official UEFI BIOS that works
with Windows 10. This will allow you to

remove the option to install Windows 10.
Since this is a mobile device, the UEFI
BIOS option was most likely set by the
manufacturer. If you have a UEFI BIOS,

then you should contact the motherboard
manufacturer to ask if they have a UEFI
BIOS that will work with Windows 10. If
they do, then you may be able to get

them to delete that option, or you may
be able to simply disable it without them

being able to activate it later. Q:
tablesorter filter not working with
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complex tables with variables I have a
big problem. I have a table where I show
some information. When I press the filter

buttons it works fine with the columns
which are not created by the table but

when I create custom columns with
tablesorter or similar I can't filter. Some

queries I have tried:
tablesorter.fnFilter('custom_filter',

function(id){ var filterVal =
document.getElementById('keyword-' +

id).value; var filterProp =
filterVal.toLowerCase(); return ($('td'+id).
text().toLowerCase().indexOf(filterProp)>

=0); }); or
tablesorter.fnFilter('custom_filter',
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function(id){ var filterVal =
document.getElementById('keyword-' +

id).value; var filterProp =
filterVal.toLowerCase(); var rowNum =

$(this).parent().parent().index
6d1f23a050
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